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DITHQDUCT1Q1J 

A great deal of reasearch in nuclear physics today is devoted 

to the tabulation of information, that can he obtained about the excited 

states of the nuclei. One nuclear property that can he determined 

experimentally is the total angular momentum, This thesis is a 

description of equipment that has been constructed for the purpose of 

gaining information about the angular rntmenbisa of nuclei, 

The spin of a nucleus can sometimes be infered from a number of 

its properties. However, m experiment that approaches a unique 

determination of spin is measurement of the angular distribution of 

nuclear radiation from a target bombarded by energetic particles. 

This method has often been used for neutron and gamma emission. 

The experimental difficulties for this type of emission lie in the 

difficulty of resolving the energy group in which, one is interested 

and in making the solid, angle of detection small enough to approach 

a true differential cross section. These difficulties ultimately 

are due to the inherent, weaknesses of gasaa ray and neutron detect or©. 

They place a practical limit of the order of a few percent on the 

accuracy of angular distributions obtained for these emissions, However, 

in many cases this is sufficient to specify the spin of the state in 

question. 

Problems hinging on detection methods are largely eliminated 

when studying the angular distribution of charged particles, Ebwever, 

a number of probleais are introduced which can bo attributed to the 

comparatively short range of charged particles in matter. These 
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difficulties have prevented all bub a very few experimental!sis from 

utilising the accuracy of charged particle detection for this type of 

experiment* But these difficulties can he overcome s and angular 

distributions of charged particles have been obtained that are accurate 

to better than one percent, (1) 

Bata obtained f@» angular distribution experiments are simply 

the number of particles scattered at a given angle from the beam 

direction, If tfa© detector has sufficient energy resolution to separate 

the scattered particles into groups, the distribution Of a particular 

group can be determined, and calculation of the necessary spin values 

is sometimes possible# 

The apparatus to be described is a large volume scattering 

chaster that has boon constructed to allow the accurate angular 

distribution measurement Of charged particles* 

The use of large volume scattering chambers ih^the past Ms been 

largely limited to proton-pcroton scattering* Tmre, Eeydehburg, and 

Ihfsiad, (8), in 2958, pioneered this method for proton-proton .scattering, 

They felt that their data was probably good|. but did not feel that they 

could ascribe a probable error to the overall results* This same 

group improved the experiment and the analysis of error in 1958 and 

1059 (3) (4). fa 1059, Herb, Karst* Parkinson, and Plain (5) did a 

similar- experiment at Wisconsin and extended the energy range of the 

bombarding proton to 8*4 aev* The energy range was carried down 

to 800 kev, in 1041 by Bagan, Kanne-,. and Taschek (8), This group (?) 

previously used a large volume scattering chamber to study proton- 

deUtdroa and deuteron-deuberon scattering, finally, the most precise 

S* 



scattering to date ip the work %■ lisrhis' ebadisat© .at 

¥i©ooasi& (1), whose data is scdtsrab© toiTO.S^ at 6° frc® the beos* 

Mfce&B 3J> tfcsjf considered tb&ir data to be accurate to£Q*£j&, fh#$* 

t?e^# iooldliig f®?# and found* a'sas&ii f-ifetT© .pbaso shift that- was 

.apparent at sraall angled. 

H* IfeydeuSmrg, et &1, at Carnegie Institution of Washington^ 

.tare 0003: a gas scattering chamber to ©beery© alpta*alpb& (8) and. 

alpkwiit$*ogen (9) scattering up to throe may. 
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particles on gas targets this includes a slit system and detector, 

toother sise consideration is that the observation of particles 

scattered at assail angles iron th© beam direction is facilitated by a 

large diameter chamber, Sufficient room to permit us© of a scintillation 

detector was required, lbs dimensions of the chamber wore chosen* ratter 

arbitrarily* to be thirty -inches in diameter and thirteen Inches in 

height,: 

Since it ms necessary to ox'ieufc th® counter at any angle with 

rasps ct to the beam,, an accurate protractor and a rotating counfcer support 

that can be adjusted froi hutside the chamber, to avoid opening 

the chamber .after each run* was constructed. Provision ms made to 

assure that the beam intersects the axis of rotation of tho detector 

assembly, 

M addition* provision was made for installing a wide range of 

detectors* and for the entrance of the various cables associated with 

them. In the case of a scintillation counter this requires preamplifier 

power linos* a high voltage coaxial cable, and an output coaxial cable, 

while for a proportional counter a gas filling line is also needed, 

la general* every part of the chamber that might differ with 

the nature of* the experiment was designed as a ,!pachage,t unit-so 

that it is possible to Change units without changing th© basic structure 

of tlis chamber. 
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GEHSR&L DESCSIPTIOS OF APPARATUS 

The general nature of the chamber and its au&iiliary equipment 

can fee .seen from a drawing of the top view. In Fig, 1, the differential 

pumping tube* A, defines the beam, B is t!ie Faraday cup used for 

measuring total head current! it is separated from the chamber volume 

fey . a nickel foil, C is the detector, it is aouated in an eight inch 

aluminum channel that is fastened to the rotating shaft, 1 is the slit 

System* It is also mounted on the eight inch channel* 

Fig, 2 is a detail of the side view of the ckuaber, The 

detector assembly is not shown, The cylinderical wall of the chamber, E, 

Is of § inch alimrLnum plate that was rolled and Ifelt-are welded. 

Twelve one inch square aluminum fears are welded vertically on the' sides. 

Studs- are sot. in the ends of the fears to hold the S/4 inch aluminum 

top and bottom cover plates, F and G, The vacumn seals for the 

Cover plates are 3/16 Inch neoprene O-rings—the grooves Out in the 

oyUnderical walls-*-. Because of the light construction of the chamber 

the cover plates deflect about 3/32 of an inch when the chamber is 

evacuated* To avoid alignment errors due to this deflection the shaft, 

•H*. and the differential pumping tube. A, are mounted rigidly to the 

cradle, X, The chamber As floating, or resting* on four adjusting bolt* 

Neither the deflection nor the position of the chamber affects the 

alignment of the system, Faeusrn seals to these-pieces are made fey 

sylphons, J and E, Which permit the deflection. The cradle is bolted 

directly to the top of a heavy wooden table that is sufficiently 

large and strong to carry most of the aiuiilliory equipment. The 



DIFFERENTIAL 
PUMPING TUBE 

FIG. 2 



differential pusping tube rest© on an ertenslonrof the cradle* L* 

and is supported by two sets of three adjusting bolts so that it can 

b© aligned to intersect perpendicularly the axis of rotation of the shaft. 

Angles are measured by the asimuth circle of a E and E transit. The 

sslmuth circle* 8, is mounted On the shaft and the vernier* 1* on the 

bearing tensing, ingle measurements are accurate to •§ minute of arc. 

The bearings* 0* are taper bearings under compression by lock nubs*P* 

which eliminate shaft play. The vacuum seal of the rotating shaft is m 

made by an Q-ring compressed around the shaft at Q, 

The rotating shaft is hollow to permit the entrance from the 

outside of cables associated with the detector. The entrance cup, R, 

is machined so that its upper surface is accurately concentric with and 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the shaft so that it can 

be used to support a holder for a solid target. The entrance cup 

has a flange on its side that carries the cables to the detector, 

A photograph of the detector assembly that is now in the chamber 

is shown in Pig, S. This shows the entrance cup* the pipe through 

which the cables pass* and the channel that carries the whole assembly. 

The four inch vertical brass pipe houses a photo-tube and a cathode 

follower at atmospheric pressure, The brass, light tight cap on top 

of the four inch tube surrounds a Incite light pipe on which is mounted 

a El (Tl) or Csl (Tl) crystal. The vacusn seal is made around the 

light pipe so that the interior of the light cap is at chamber pressure. 

The slit system that defines the scattering angle and volume ---and 

its adjusting screws can be seen. 

T 



Fig, 4 is a cutaway view of the detector system. R is the 

entrance cup, S is the cable pipej it 1ms a sylphon for ease of 

assembly, T is the four inch brass tube that houses the electronics. 

In this cylinder is mounted the 6282 Du Mont photo-tube, A cat hade 

follower^ using a 6J6 twin trlode connected in parallel, is beneath 

the photo-tube, The face of tbs light pipe is cut at 60° to the 

vertical- so that the light from particle scintillations Ins a direct 

path to the photo-sensitive surface. A thin nickel foil, about 

4 x lO”5 inches thick, covers the port of the light cap to minimise 

the effect of flourescenee of the gas target, Tim slit system is shown 

without its support. The distance from the back slit to the center 

of the chamber is 11 inches. 

Fig, 5 is a photograph of the assembled system. 

8 
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msMm 03? msm MB COHSTRUCTIOH 

THE CHAMSR, The sise and simps of the chamber itself determined the 

details of tho rest of the equipment. It© requirements were; 1) It 

must ho made of a non-magnet ic Material} Z) It mist be sufficiently 

Strong to withstand tbs considerable stress of cvacuationj • 3) It mist 

be of lion-porous material, ie,, vacurn tight* and 4) As a practical 

consideration, it should not be excessively bulky or heavy. 

;]tele still in the Idea stage it was toped that a large 

coirfflercially .produced pot or tank could be found that could be adapted 

to tho needs of this project. A great deal of searching through 

catalogues, commercial kitchen supply houses, war surplus yards, and 

junk yards proved futile. Since the Bice Institute Stop does not have 

equipment necessary to build a chamber SO inches to diameter, the only 

alternative was to contract for its construction, A centrifugal 

casting, while guaranteeing a strong, non-porous wall, was prohibitively 

expensive. Finally, a local metal working .firm, Qffenhauser Company, 

was found that could roll and l-.feli~.arc weld an aluminum cylinder of the 

required diameter to the accuracy required to cut an G-ring groove to 

the wall* The welded seam was vaoumn tight, This cylinder determined 

the subsequent design of the chamber. 

The end plates were designed on the basis of flat plate stress 

equations found to any standard engineering handbook, (10) 

p s pressure (atmospheric in this case) 
r 0 radius of tho plate (16 inches) 
m # reciprocal of Poissons ratio ( 3 for aluminum) 
t ■» thickness of plate 
S s mxisun ©tress to plate 

m ii mu 

Where? F $r7 



Solving for Fj 

F s 7770 31s. 

For i2* 

s 
Heat treated altisin.ua alloys' are commercially available as rolled 

plats with yield stresses of upwards of £5,000 psi. Using this value 

and a safely .factor of four: 

t » 3/4 inch 

fhe cover plates could not b© welded because this would have 

destroyed the temper of the aluminum. 

The flexure of the cover plates with evacuation of the Chamber 

was indeterminate since the rigidity with which the edge of the plate 

is held is Unknown, However, two extreme cases are., calculable,. 

Assuming the edge of the plate is Just supported, the deflection of 

the center is$. 

SFfa * 1) f5aa «. Dr 
‘ '"Xir&PV 

Deflection % 1/3 inch 

Yeung’s modulus g 

(for Al,, 10,8 x 10° psi,) 

Assuming the edge of the plate is held absolutely fixed, the 

deflection is* 

.SFfm » Ite 
30-TrBazb3 

Deflection * 3/48 inch 

The edge condition of th© plates is somewhere between the two 

extremes since the measured deflection is 5/32 inch, These calculations 

showed that cover plates this thin cannot be used as supports for the 

shaft since the alignment would be changed by evacuating the chamber. 

10 



A calculation based on plate deflection shews that a three inch thick 

cover plate would be necessary to reduce deflection to the 0*005 inch 

considered isaxiiiiua permissible daflectienf this would have been too 

unwieldy. 

The cylinderlcal walls of the chafer are made of §■ inch 

■aluminum to permit 0~ring grooves to be cut in each end* A calculation 

based on the short- cylinder equation gives for the stress? 

S sg -“p m 000. psi. 

Ary ssffe aluminum is sufficient* The only restriction is that 

it be weldable. 

Twelve one inch square aluminum bars were Hali-arc welded, to the 

cylinder by Southwestern Industrial Electronics Company. The ends were 

laacMned flat and the 0-ring grooves out is a 48 inch end sill, by 

ISaycs-h, Machine and ¥elding Company* Total cost of the vacusn tight 

pot was just over 500 dollars* 

Four openings are required in the cumber for beau entrance* beam 

©xit (the Faraday Cup), shaft entrance, and a pumping port* AH but 

the shaft entrance are made by flanges on the cylinderieal wall. Flats 

We milled on the cylinder j and flanges were bolted through the wall* 

The vacumn seal Is made by an Offing outside tho bolt circle* The shaft 

entrance is through the bottom cover plate* 

TIE GRAPH MB TMMk The differenti&l pumping tube and the bearing 

housing are mounted rigidly to the cradle in which the chautoer rests. 

The cradlej Fig* 6, is made from the eight corner scraps left from 

cutting the round cover plates from square stock* The base is one 

inch soft aluminum 24 inches square. The chamber rests on the adjusting 

H. 
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bolts. The shaft extends down through the hole in the base* The 

hearing bousing is bolted directly to the bottom of the base* The 

platform supports the differential pumping tube. The only mechanical 

connections between the chamber and the differential pumping 

tube and the shaft are through the two sylphons used for the meusan 

joints shown in Fig, Z and 1, The base plate is bolted to a heavy 

wooden table, A table that ms originally built for carrying a large 

magnet was modified'by spreading the wheels (since it was top heavy) 

and cutting an eight inch hole in the top for the shaft to extend 

through* The table is of Very rigid construction* 

THE BEARIB6 ASSEMBLY. The bearing assembly is the heart of a 

precision scattering chamber* It includes the shaft and its bearings, 

the shaft Vaeusnn seal, the carrier for the detector assembly, and the 

angle measuring equipment* It will be discussed in that order* 

The. distance between the two bearings that support the shaft 

was determined by the expected shaft play* For a careful slip fit 

bearing play is under 0.0005 inch* The distance from the upper bearing 

to the intersection of the axis of rotation of the shaft and beam is 

about 16 inches, la order to beep radial shaft play from affecting 

alignment to more than 0,001 inch the distance between the two bearings 

should bo eight inches* The inside diameter of the hollow shaft is 

l| inches. The bearings aro two inch taper bearings hold opposed under 

pressure by the lode nuts shown in Fig, B, To provide a base to connect 

the detector assembly to the shaft an eight inch diameter plate was 

silver soldered to the top of the shaft. The bearing housing and the 

shaft were' each made in three pieces, to facilitate rough machining, 

silver soldered together and then precision machined* Both units are made 

of brass. To test the accuracy of the machining process the unit was 



assembled* including the entrance cup bolted in place,, sod held rigidly 

lay first the hearing housing and then the shaft* and rotatiomil 

deflection measured with a deflection gunge* A precision better than 

0.0005 inch was indicated* fho shaft vactmn. seal is made around the 

shoulder of the shaft which extends above the cradle "base plate.' In 

Fig* B* Q is the 0-ring holster. It has -an 1. -D. of 0,004 inch mors than 

the 0. B* of the shoulder. It has an interior 0-ring groove and one 

that seals to the sylphon above. Fig, S show© the extent of the chamber 

volume. 

The carrier for the detector is an eight inch aluminum 

channel bolted to the top of the; shaft, the channel has a three inch 

hole to permit the entrance cup to be bolted directly to the shaft, 

The azimuth circle* complete with verniers, of a K and I 

transit was purchased. The plane of the circle had been bent so that 

it was no longer parallel to the support surface at it© center. The 

two verniers were in perfect; Condition,. The circle- was machined true 

and mounted on the shaft, between the locknuts and the lower bearing 

(with suitable spacers). The veruier support* with a large hole machined 

in its center* is bolted to the bearing housing. ■ Two verniers make it 

possible to check the precision of the asimufch circle. It the verniers 

are set 180° apart, for some orientation of the circle, then, if the circle 

is true* they will• indicate 180° for any orientation of the circle. 

Tide was tried and no discrepancy was found, It will be noticed that 

the asimufch circle is under the table. To make it possible to see the 

vernier* a lens and prism are mounted on a sliding band on the 



bearing housing* It is still inconvenient to read angles, but no 

sJLtornative has been suggested* 

ASSEMBLY HU3GEDUBE* Care bad to be taken daring design to avoid the 

blander of building a piece- of equipment that could not b© assembled* 

Ihe aosfc convenient ass©inbly procedure is &s follows* 

1. Bolt cradle to the table* 

2, Pat upper bearing int-bfearing housing. 

5, lade up one end of the table and slide bearing 'housing trader 

table*, 

4, Bolt the sylphon, the -fr-ring holder and the cradle base to 

the. bearing housing* fhose bolts should be left loose so the Q-ring 

holder can adjust to shaft position* 

5* Put adjusting bolts in cradle* 

6* Set chanter,. with upper cover plate removst!, on adjusting bolts 

7, fe’oase- the. 0~ring that seals the- shaft with Silicone stop 

cock grease* Sot Oaring in groove Of holder. 

8. Insert shaft* Be sure the shoulder seats, on the taper bearing* 

f his operation has been, known to sever the &-ri»g* 

8*; lighten bolts loft loose in 4* - 

10, Insert lower bearing and bolt on verniers* 

11* . Put asiBW&h circle and spacer's on shaft*. 

12* lighten loeb nuts until the shaft becomes slightly harder 

to turn'* - 

IB* Insert differential pumping tube* . > 

Assembly of the auxilliary eqxuLpment and the detector varies 

with th© nature of the- experiment* 



ALICEIMEHr. The requirements to bo act In aligning tbs system aye that 

tho distance from the detector to the target must not vary with angle 

and that the angle- of the detector with respect to the beam must be 

the same as that read on the aslmb&h circle {minus a sero reading) , . 

The first requirement is equivalent to requiring the-target to be located 

on the axis of rotation of the shaft,. The second requires the plane of 

rotation of the counter to include -the line of the beam and that the 

line intersect tho axis of rotation, These conditions can be met by 

adjusting the beam to perpendicularly intersect the axis of rotation 

of the-shaft and then adjusting the height of the detector to that of 

the beam* Alignment procedure is as follows, A strong light is 

shined through the differential pumping tube into the chamber, A 

piece of transparent graph paper is mounted on tho detector carriage 

and tho position of a spot of light about l| mm, in diameter is noted, 

Tho -Carriage is rotated through exactly 3BQd as read fro© tho 

usimth circle* Tbs spot is now on the other side of tho graph 

paper* If it is in the same place as the initial setting, then 

the system is in perfect aUghSicnt* If it misses the original position, 

the differential pumping tube is adjusted until the spot is half way 

between the original and second spot position, Tho process is repeated 

until alignment is achieved* The geometrical aspects of thin pid^edUre 

are shown' in Fig, ?* Assuming a positioning error of about 1/5 of the 

diameter of the spot introduces an angular error of about. 1/6 of a 

degree*- After the above is completed., the detector carriage is rotated 

until the spot of light falls on the detector, Tho height of the 

detector is adjusted to the proper sppt position. 
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THE DUECM ASSMBIJ’ 

The first experiments using the chamber id, 11 employ gas targets 

and a scintillation detector utilizing large thin. KL (Tl) or Csl (Tl) 

crystals, a 8£9& Da Mont photo-tube, and a 616 cathode follower. 

The eiretiit diagram fox’ the cathode follower and voltage divider 

is stem in Fig, 8, Tl® light Joint between the Incite light pipe 

and the photo-tube is Hu-jol and is held in place with an-$~ring 

around the ttiba as shown in Fig, 4, The light pipe is wrapped with 

an aluminum foil reflector* A family of puls© resolution curves 

were obtained using polonium alpha particles- and a KX crystal. The 

step© of the resolution curves is almost independent of the voltage 

applied to. the photo-tube. The resolution varies between about 15$ 

and 145% The percent of total counts in the tails of the curves is 

about the smm for all of the runs* The voltage across the first 

stage of the photo-tubo was doubled with no apparent effect on the 

resolution curve* This suggests, though does not demand,, that the 

poor resolution is largely da© to the crystal* A typical x’©solution 

curve is stem in Fig* 9* A cesium iodide crystal^ It x 5/4*' x 1 mra*| 

is on order and the resolution will be tested as soon -as it arrives. 

The detector assembly includes a slit system that determines 

the scattering volume and the solid angle* The two rectangular defining 

slits are five mil tantalum, and are supported by a brass tube 16 ba, 

long* The tube ten two circular anti-scattering slits,- The sis© of 

the crystal and the desired angular resolution limit the sise of 

3B* 
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the defining slits* ffeo combing 

» cm he deteEsslsod 

JR? • -• .»*. - - 

. alii ■©■ 

'■$■■■ i® 8*1,* 3J0“^ , 

U s.jsa^jsr of combo per second 
I wiassber Of particles per second in incident beam 
/Om particle density of gas target 
r » distance between .last slit and tea® » %t ca* 

. a # distance. between slits « 25 *§ cm* 
d w •sidth of'fiffet slit » 0*5 m, 
A * area of bach slit: *. 0,S cmf 

'■0*JS scattering angle 
« differential cross section 

Assuming a diatcmio gap target at two cm, pressure and a one 

sierosmp beam ©wrpabg , 

. 1» 10S^ counts per second . ; , . , . , 

: For ©maple, in ohserring ;#■; /cross section of 20' ndllifeams per 



mmsis OF 1HR0HS 

ERRORS IH ALI6KMSI?r. Tho accuracy of the scattering data is quite 

sensitive to the precision of tho alignment of the system. If it 

is assumed that the boom misses the- axis of rotation by a perpendicular 

distance q, then A r^, th® error produced in the’ radius, is q«taa^ 

whore -0- is the scattering angle. If tho asds of the detector slits 

is .not in lino with the beam by an amount when the beam falls 

on the back slit (the slit furthest .from the center of the chanter) 

then tho error, A #g, is introduced in th© radius as well as the- constant 

angular error, A a?g “ rfccot'^" 

Therefore, the total A r is A r^ / A rg sz q.tan^ / r*cab-&~ 'A& 

Assuming Rutherford scattering.# 

I ay 
sia^- 

Biff ©rent iaiing to determine the error# 

jmj 5*^& / s(A^)(cote-/ cotf) 

IfA^-is assumed to he 1/6 of a degree .end q to be 1/4 ma*, then 

the percent error introduced at 90° is 0.5$. However, tho error 

increases rapidly on both sides of 90°, Forest 0,-1 radian (5,75°) 

the error is 11$, To be certain that- the error introduced at small • 

angles is small, A^nust be less than § minute of arc, For this 

anguish? error, the cross section error at 6° is 0,5$, fin error due 

to q & §• m, introduces a %$ error at 169®, If q is known to be loss 

than 0,001 inch, the percent error it introduces at 17E° is 0.1$, 

the above calculations show that the alignment procedure 

prewibusly described must be considerably improved before precision 
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scattering ea^eriments can "be attempted. The alignment errors with the 

present procedure are less than Z% only between 48® and 160°. 

The design of the chamber was such that a linear distance 

can bo set and normal stresses -will not change that setting by more 

than. 0.001 inch* tod the angular accuracy of the asiinuth circle is 

0,8 minutes. Therefore, to utilise fully the precision of the system 

an alignment procedure should bo used that is equally accurate* The 

method to be used is essentially the same as the previously described 

one except that instead of shining a beam of light into the chamber 

a telescope will be mounted on the differential pumping tube and 

focused on the rotating piece of graph paper. The accuracy of the 

alignment will then depend on the projected accuracy of the telescope 

hair line, 

BBitff MMStEdi&ffiMf * The use of gas targets creates special problems 

in beam measurement* The most difficult to evaluate was first described 

by Iferb, et al, (4) in 1959, when they attempted to measure the 

angular distribution of Rutherford scattered protons from argon, 

neon, and krypton as & check on the- accuracy of their proton-proton 

scattering data* They found pressure and energy dependent differences 

from Rutherford as high as twenty or thirty percent and ascribed them 

to tbs small angle scattering of the beam after it passed through 

tho scattering volume;, be other words, for high 2 gasses, low 

bombarding energy, and high chamber pressure a large percentage of the 

beam is scattered so that it does not enter the Faradey cup. This gives 

an indicated cross section that is larger than the actual, This 

offset Can be minimised by making the opening to the Faraday cup large 



and by placing the cup close to the scattering volume* the structure 

of the team and the exact geometry would have to ho known to compute 

th© effect, but since the effect is linear with pressure it is possible 

to determine experimentally the error introduced for any given sot up 

% measuring the Indicated cross section at a given energy as a 

function of. gas pressure* The actual cross section, is this line 

extrapolated to .aero gas pressure* 

Shi? .BBSS SCATTERING. All, experimentalists using large volume scattering 

chambers have reported a detectable counting rate at email angles with 

respect to the beam when, the chamber is evacuated. This is attributed 

to particles being scattered from the last beam collimating slit 

and then scattered into the detector from the edge of the first 

detector slit, Shis effect is generally quite negligible above 10® 

and can be minimised at smaller angles by placing a shield between the 

last beam •collimating slit ana the first detector slit, 

Qjlg GOHTiilXEAlIOB. Contamination of the gas target is minimised by the 

continuous flow gas system. In proton-proton experiments, a 0,3$ 

nitrogen contamination introduced a 5% contamination count because of 

the dependence of Hufci©rfox*d scattering* Actually, the targets 

can generally bo kept much cleaner than Q,2/f* And fen* the heavier 

gas targets contamination does not play as important a part percentage¬ 

wise, for identical particle scattering a counter can be fixed at 

90® to the beam and it will count only contamination scattering. The 

effective Z of the contaminant -Can be determined, from its energy 

dependence,, and corrections applied for each angle, la addition, for 
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identical particle scattering, one may install two. detectors located 

at ©0° to each otter and require a coincidence,. The large volume 

of the Rio©' chamber mates this addition of detectors feasible, 

ERRORS B1 6, Tte geometry factor (G =s in the. cross section 

equation is determined by measurement of the slit system geometry* 

The slit system that is now in the chamber is crudely constructed. 

The geometry has not been measured precisely, and when tills is done 

it will probably be reliable to only about one percent, 

COMPMSiglOH FOR KUITIPLS SCATTEitlKG. After a particle has been 

scattered from the beam into the slit system, it has & fair probability 

of being scattered again and missing the detector. This effect can 

be almost completely compensated by a iset ted described by Worthington, 

KcGruor and Hadley (1), The method is to surround the detected 

elements of tte scattered beam by an envelope of particles so that 

as many are scattered into tte measured elements as are scattered out, 

Tte compensation Can be most easily seen by considering an isotropic 

natural source in a gas. If tte number of particles is conserved, 

then tte number of particles in a given solid angle is constant 

because it is equally likely that particle# will be scattered into or 

out of a given element, {Since most of this exchange is due to small 

angle scattering, the central element of an isotropic cone of 

scattered particles has a nearly constant particle population, Tte 

slit system now in the chamber utilises this type of compensation, 

OAHBRjflOH Emmmms. Heyaenburg, ©t al, (8) {9} have successfully 

used tte angular distribution of protons on argon for calibration 

purposes. At low bombarding energies tte distribution is purely 
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lutiierfor&j and provides a very good check on the accuracy to be 

expected, from the system. This experiment will be used to check 

the' precision of the Rico chamber. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

She Bice chamber is capable of measuring angular distributions 

of charged particles from 10° to 170° fro® solid anti gas targets. 

In spite of the crude alignment procedure the system can be used 

to measure the angular distribution of reaction cross sections (or 

otter cross sections that vary comparatively slowly) with a precision 

of 1/i to 2% over the entire angular range of the detector. Simply 

ty using tte telescopic alignment procedure previously described, the 

rapidly varying Butterford cross section can be measured to 1%, In¬ 

stallation of a'better detector slit system should make possible 

a precision of better than 0*5$S. 
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